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About This Game

Welcome to the incredible world of Supermagical, an awesomely fun puzzle and adventure game.
Fight the hordes of Minix, upgrade your powerful warlocks, choose your pet and hat wisely, tame an epic dragon, and travel the

three continents of the world in the search of your Evil Witch Sisters!
Supermagical takes classic puzzle mechanics, adds a generous serving of RPG Sauce (organic and gluten free) and goes onto

heights you have not seen before on a game of this genre!

STORY.

Join Nina, the misfit witch student, in a fun magical adventure that will take you on a trip through 3 different continents full of
puzzles, spells, and... Minix?

Minix are magic-eating little creatures who have invaded Nina's world along with her Evil Witch sisters. Now you have no
choice but to use your magic powers to send them all packing if you want to save the day!

FEATURES.

- 3 unique continents to explore, with a total of 71 different levels and minigames, hidden bonuses, and bosses.
This is a big adventure of 15+ hours worth of gameplay.

- Hand-drawn backgrounds, maps and animations.

- Incredibly beautiful orchestral soundtrack.
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(During the LAUNCH PERIOD ONLY you get a free copy of the album that's been remastered for the first time!).

- 6 powerful warlocks will be at your command from your Magic Tower to fight the Minix.
Combine their powers, upgrade them and watch the Minix run!

- Get all the money you can to buy cool artifacts to help you win your battles.

- Find all the different hats and pets for Nina and discover their magic advantages.

- Buy all the ingredients and cook the four Ultramagic Spells that will help you in your quest.

- Colorblind Mode included.

Super Awesome Hyper Dimensional Mega Team is comprised by people who worked on games like Plants VS Zombies,
Worms, and very recently their own game called Rise & Shine on PC and consoles.
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Title: Supermagical
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Super Awesome Hyper Dimensional Mega Team, Tama Global
Publisher:
Super Awesome Hyper Dimensional Mega Team
Release Date: 11 Aug, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 or higher.

Processor: Intel Dual Core 6600 @ 2.4GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel 4000, GeForce GTX 280, AMD Radeon HD 7750

Storage: 700 MB available space

English,French,German,Simplified Chinese,Korean,Japanese,Russian
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free to play \/ pay to win mobile game ported to PC with the exact same mechanics and microtransaction items to "cheat" your
way through the levels.... but we have to pay for it 5 years after on pc now to enjoy that mobile nonsense game design.
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